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Chapter 161 Hello, I am Steve Rogers 

Time passed quickly, and it has been three days since Norman Osborn died. For the past three days, Lin 

Rui spent almost all of his time with Peter and Harry. Especially Harry, the death of his father was a huge 

shock to him. He kept himself in the room all day and didn’t know what to do, even if Lin Rui had been 

waiting outside, he couldn’t see him. So, Lin Rui later had to ask Gwen to spend more time with Harry. 

As for Peter, he acts very normal at home and in his daily life. After all, no one except Tony and Lin Rui 

knows that he is Spiderman, so if he appeared very sad or guilty, it wouldn’t be normal. However, Lin Rui 

knew the secret Peter is hiding. In the past three days, Peter did not dare to meet Harry. But Lin Rui 

doesn’t have any good way to explain everything to them and the matter can only be smoothed over by 

time. 

Lin Rui believes that with Peter and Harry’s friendship, even if Harry later finds out that Peter is 

Spiderman, he will not hold a grudge against him. So, after visiting Harry, Lin Rui plans to visit Tony, who 

had asked to do him a favor. Although Tony did not help Lin Rui, Lin Rui would not mind doing Tony a 

small favor. After all, the other three percent of his mission needs to be quickly filled up. Besides, he 

never returned Tony’s sports car. 

…… 

“Sir, Mr. Jackson is here.” Half an hour later, JARVIS reminds Tony, who is lying in the living room with 

his eyes closed. 

“I see. Let him in.” Without opening his eyes, Tony replies faintly. Tony is still feeling a little 

uncomfortable in his heart, but he is much better than he was three days ago. After all, Norman Osborn 

had nothing to do with him, and he didn’t know Harry very well. He’s just worried about Peter. Tony 

hopes that Spiderman doesn’t get hit hard by this incident. 

~ 

Soon, there was a slight sound of footsteps behind Tony, and Lin Rui came in. 

“Jackson, how is your friend?” Knowing that Lin Rui was in front of him, Tony opened his eyes and asked. 

“Harry? He’s not in a very good condition. This incident hit him hard. It may take a while for him to 

recover.” At Tony’s words, Lin Rui was stunned at first but answered quickly. He just thought that Tony 

was asking about Peter, but he isn’t supposed to know that Peter is Spiderman. 

“No one can go through this kind of thing without it affecting them, I hope he can get through this.” 

Nodding, Tony could also guess what happened to Harry. “Forget it, what are you doing here today? 

There’s nothing you can do to help me with my experiments.” 

“Didn’t I grant you a request the last time I asked for your help? I’ve been waiting for the rest of your 

schedule, and there’s nothing I can do for Harry right now, so I came by myself.” Sitting down on Tony’s 

side sofa, Lin Rui said calmly, looking at Tony. 

“You still remember that, forgot it. After all, I didn’t help you. It doesn’t matter if you don’t help with 

this thing. It’s not a big deal.” Tony smiled at Lin Rui’s words. 



“I know you must have tried your best, so I will do what I promised before. Besides, I’m sure I can handle 

old people fairly well.” For getting the last bit of goodwill, Lin Rui would not waste such a good chance. 

Moreover, Lin Rui is also curious about the old man mentioned by Tony. 

“Since you are willing to help, then I’ll leave this matter to you. The old man is already 90 years old. 

Although he is somewhat out of touch with modern society, he still wants to fit in. So your mission is 

very simple. Just take him around New York and let him see the rhythm of life in modern society.” 

Seeing Lin Rui insist like that, Tony didn’t say anything and handed the mission to Lin Rui. 

“90 years old? This is really long life, and his mentality must be very good. You can rest assured, I will 

make sure that the old man would travel safely throughout New York.” Listening to Tony’s words, Lin Rui 

said with a smile. However, when he heard that the old man was ninety years old, Lin Rui felt that he 

was missing something here. 

“Haha, you don’t have to worry about safety, the old man’s health is very good, maybe even better than 

you.” Hearing Lin Rui’s promise, Tony suddenly smiled and said. 

If Tony hadn’t checked Lin Rui’s body last time he was in a coma, he could have been sure that the old 

man was in better shape than Lin Rui. But after learning about Lin Rui’s physical abilities, Tony is not 

sure now. After All, Captain Rogers is a Super Soldier. 

“Well, what’s the old man’s name? When shall I show him around New York City?” Treating what Tony 

said as a joke, Lin Rui asks. 

If the old man is really in good health, Lin Rui would be more relaxed, at least he wouldn’t have to worry 

about any problems during the trip. However, even if there is no disease, he should not be very strong at 

the age of 90. 

“I will arrange the time and inform you when and where to meet, but it should be within these two days. 

As for his name, I’ll let him introduce himself to you when you meet him.” Tony obviously hasn’t 

arranged anything yet, and he didn’t even tell Lin Rui the old man’s name. 

“Ohh~ Okay, I will push things down to the next week.” With a nod, Lin Rui did not mind. Maybe the old 

man is a very important guy, and it’s normal that Tony doesn’t want to reveal his identity in advance. 

“Well, that’s it. Now, why don’t you go out with me and play a couple of rounds of golf?” With a nod, 

Tony got up from his chair and stretched himself. 

“Golf? I can’t play!” After hearing Tony’s words, Lin Rui said without knowing why. 

“It doesn’t matter if you can’t play, I’ll teach you.” Tony obviously didn’t mind Lin Rui’s skills, he just 

wants someone to play against. 

“All right.” Since Tony is in the mood, Lin Rui doesn’t mind in accompany him. However, Lin Rui thinks he 

should learn quickly. After all, his body coordination and strength are much better than others. 

…… 

On the grass behind the villa, a small white golf ball flew far away. It flew far away on the grass, at least 

it could not be seen by Tony’s naked eye. Less than half an hour has passed since he started playing golf, 

and Lin Rui has already played dozens of rounds. 



“Come on! At this rate, you’re going to finish me off.” Throwing the club aside, Tony said grimly. 

At first, Lin Rui really behaved like a novice, holding the club in a non-standard way and standing in a 

wrong posture as well as swinging the club. However, after Tony’s brief instruction, Lin Rui soon got the 

hang of it. After the first two Shots, Lin Rui looks like a veteran. Tony just watched Lin Rui hit the ball 

away with one shot, and Lin Rui seems to not like hitting the ball in the goal but to hit it far away. 

“Oh! I’m sorry. I can’t hold back on my strength sometimes.” Putting the clubs away, Lin Rui said, looking 

at Tony awkwardly. With Lin Rui’s strength at the moment, he can smash a golf ball straight away, But 

that would be too scary. 

“Go home. I won’t play with you again.” Taking off his visor, Tony has walked back to the villa. 

As for Lin Rui, he picks up the clubs Tony left behind. He got caught up in the spur of the moment, or he 

should have given way to Tony. 

…… 

Not long after returning from Tony’s house that day, Lin Rui received a call from Tony. On the phone, 

Tony told Lin Rui that he was meeting the old man at 9 am tomorrow at the National Memorial in New 

York. Tony also gave Lin Rui a phone number so he could call when he couldn’t find the old man. 

Lin Rui said yes and then he planned the next few days. After all, he is touring with a 90-year-old man. 

Although he wants to see New York’s modern life, Lin Rui will not really care about his age. Therefore, 

Lin Rui found some activities that would make him feel modern life and they are not too intense. Lin Rui 

felt that his arrangement would surely satisfy the old man. After all, he is also a flattering young man. 

In this way, Lin Rui came to the National Memorial early the next day. Because it is a holiday, there are 

still quite a lot of people in the memorial hall. Lin Rui takes a prominent position and waits, glancing at 

the people passes by him, especially the elderly. 

However, until nine o’clock, Lin Rui still could not find an old man over 70 years old. Just as Lin Rui was 

ready to take out his mobile phone, a tall man slowly walked towards Lin Rui wearing a baseball cap. 

“Jackson? Hello, I am Steve Rogers.” 

….. 

Chapter 162 Captain America 

“Hello, I’m Steve Rogers. You should be the one that Tony mentioned. I didn’t expect you to be so 

young.” Seeing Lin Rui standing there in silence, Steve Rogers introduced himself again. 

“Ah! Hello! Hello! I’m Jackson! ” After Rogers introduced himself twice, Lin Rui finally recovered and 

reached out to greet Captain America. 

Although as a crossed over rebirth person, Lin Rui himself is not a person who especially admires 

celebrities and he should not have been so shocked. However, when meeting the American national 

hero, Lin Rui is no better than an ordinary person. After all, this is Captain America! However, Lin Rui is 

not an ordinary person at all. After the initial shock, he calmed down quickly. 



“No wonder Tony didn’t tell me his name. It turns out that the 90-year-old man is Captain America. I 

thought it was weird that Tony would mention a 90-year-old man and that he needs someone to take 

care of his modern knowledge problem!” After calming down, Lin Rui also knew how much of a surprise 

Tony had given himself. 

“Mr. Rogers, I don’t know what I should call you now? Captain Rogers? ” Holding Rogers hand, Lin Rui 

asked with a smile. Now, Lin Rui has lost the shock of seeing Steve Rogers at first. In terms of strength 

and other aspects, Lin Rui is better than Captain America and he is stronger too. Apart from being a 

natural leader, Captain America is not much better than Lin Rui. 

Seeing the young man in front of him recovering from the shock, Rogers was surprised, but his face did 

not show it. “Just call me Steve, I am not a Captain now.” 

“Okay, Steve. From now on, I will be in charge of your next few days. However, since I didn’t know it was 

you, the itinerary I made may not be suitable, but New York still has a lot of places for us to go. “No 

matter why Tony gave the request to himself, Lin Rui was also happy to meet with Captain America. 

“Oh, I’ll leave everything to you then. In fact, I have gradually adapted to my current life. This time I 

asked Tony to help me just to have a little rest. I didn’t expect that he put it on you.” Rogers said with a 

smile. 

“It seems that Captain Rogers is a trump card played by Nick Fury. It’s no wonder that Tony’s attitude 

towards S.H.I.E.L.D. has been eased recently.” When he heard Captain Rogers’s words, Lin Rui thought 

quietly in his heart. 

With Captain America in S.H.I.E.L.D., who has also worked with Tony’s father, it’s really easier to pull 

Tony into the Avengers Alliance. Moreover, it was Nick Fury who dug Rogers out of the ice and 

resurrected him and gave Rogers the opportunity to continue to fight terrorists after sleeping for sixty 

years. It can be said that Steve Rogers has a strong sense of belonging to SHIELD at this time. 

“I’d be very happy to help you. I should be half an expert in this field.” Simply thinking about it, Lin Rui 

replied with a smile, “so, let’s start? Let’s start with this national memorial. I just came here a while ago. 

Speaking of this memorial hall, there is… “ 

Then, Lin Rui took Captain Rogers to visit the National Memorial. Although Steve Rogers is a living 

historical figure, there have been many major events in history since his disappearance. Captain Rogers 

obviously needs to make up for some historical knowledge, which is why Lin Rui chose here as a meeting 

place. 

“Jackson, although I know that Tony must have had a reason to recommend you but you don’t seem to 

be surprised to see me. I’ve been dead for sixty years. Aren’t you curious at all? May I ask why aren’t you 

surprised? ” As he lowered the brim of his hat a little, Steve asked as he approached Lin Rui. At last, he 

could not resist asking his doubts. After all, he was only twenty-nine years old when he put himself in ice 

and died for the outside world. 

“Haha, I always believe that Captain America is not dead. As for why I’m not so surprised to see you, it’s 

because I know the existence of SHIELD. You can inquire about it a little bit after returning. You should 

be able to get some detailed information about me. I think there should be a lot of records about me in 

SHIELD.” No turning his head, Lin Rui replied softly. This is the National Memorial Hall. The crowd is still 



very large and Captain Rogers is only wearing a simple baseball cap, which may cause some minor 

disturbance if he is seen. 

“Oh? You know about S.H.I.E.L.D., but you are obviously not an agent of S.H.I.E.L.D. or other 

subordinates.” Captain Rogers’s eyes flashed and he was getting more and more interested in the 

identity of Lin Rui. 

“Captain Rogers, the World War II Memorial is in front of us. There are detailed information about the 

Howling Commandos and some precious images in it.” Instead of answering Rogers’ questions, Lin Rui 

pointed to a pavilion in front of him. 

The World War II Memorial, Roger had already the Howling Commando’s information here. For those 

teammates who fought side by side in the war, Rogers had always missed them, but in addition to 

Rogers’ best friend, Bucky Barnes, his other teammates died in the past 60 years. Only Peggy Carter, 

Rogers’s first love has remained in this era and she is too old to get up from her bed. 

Following Lin Rui silently into the World War II Memorial, Captain Rogers temporarily suppressed the 

interest in Lin Rui’s identity. Although he has been here before, every time he sees the images of the 

Howling Commando and some video materials of 60 years ago, Rogers unconsciously recalls those 

memories from 60 years ago which is still feels like yesterday to him. 

Although in the eyes of today’s people, these are a very long history, so long that they have to put in the 

memorial hall to remind everyone. But it’s not the same for Steve. These things are not long ago for him. 

The sound of gunfire and the smoke of explosion in the battlefield seemed to echo around him, which 

was why he had been carrying out missions since he woke up because he could not integrate himself 

into modern quiet life for a while. 

Standing in front of a display screen, Captain Rogers looked at the images of himself and the Howling 

Commando. In this image, he sees his best friend, Bucky, and there are several heroic teammates beside 

him. At that time, he was just a soldier with a passion to destroy Hydra. He didn’t expect to get such a 

great honor after his “sacrifice”. However, at least Hydra was destroyed and World War II was won. 

Seeing Captain Rogers standing there, Lin Rui stood quietly, knowing that Steve Rogers is now 

reminiscing about his teammates and the past. 

When Lin Rui saw Bucky on the screen, he was thinking about another thing. That is Winter Soldier, 

Bucky Barnes is not dead, but he was captured by Hydra and transformed into the most successful and 

powerful Winter Soldier. His strength is not worse than Rogers, a super soldier who was injected with 

the Super Soldier serum. 

In order not to let Bucky, a special character, cause unnecessary troubles to Lin Rui in the future, he felt 

it necessary to find him quickly. However, to find Bucky controlled by Hydra, Lin Rui has to start with 

SHIELD. After all, Hydra is now largely hidden in SHIELD, while Lin Rui is not clear about the whole 

situation. 

Moreover, since Captain Rogers has been awakened, the internal cleaning of S.H.I.E.L.D. is obviously 

going to speed up and Lin Rui will not wait until the arrival of the New York war to solve this problem. 



“Let’s go. Let’s go to the next place.” He watched for a long time in front of the screen until the image 

was replayed again, and Steve finally said to Lin Rui, who was beside him. Then, he stepped out first, and 

Lin Rui naturally followed him. 

“Since Captain Rogers has no requirements for the itinerary, I suggest that the next place we go to is…” 

“You can decide the location without telling me in advance. And you don’t have to call me captain. “ 

“Haha, I’m not used to it. After all, I grew up listening to your story. “ 

Subsequently, Lin Rui and Captain Rogers slowly walked out of the National Memorial. When they left, 

they didn’t notice that a teenage boy nearby saw Steve deliberately press down his face under the brim 

of his hat. 

“Mom! Captain America!” Pointing towards Lin Rui and Captain Rogers, the little boy shouted at his 

mother. 

“Captain America is over there, and don’t yell in here!” 

…… 

Chapter 163 Lin Rui’s Plan 

The day passed quickly. Although Lin Rui’s planned trip last night was totally inappropriate for the 

situation but the temporary selection of several places was enough to make Rogers, a still 90-year young 

man, happy. At least Lin Rui thinks so. 

With Captain Rogers coming out of a bar that young people like to play, Lin Rui looked out towards the 

sky and noticed that it was already getting late, so he looked at Captain Rogers and said with a smile: 

“Captain, we’ll stop here today, I hope you enjoyed yourself today.” 

“I did, Jackson.” With a Nod, Rogers smiled and looked at Lin Rui. 

Though Steve spent the whole day following Lin Rui around the places that young people like to visit 

with half of his face covered in front of him, he was able to experience what young people like today. In 

fact, it is not much different from before, But today’s fun projects are more advanced and more diverse. 

“That’s good, Captain, I will go back today and plan for the next few days.” Lin Rui was also happy to 

hear Steve say that. 

“Well, then I will see you tomorrow, Jackson.” Captain Rogers smiled and was ready to leave alone. 

However, just when he turned halfway, Lin Rui suddenly stopped him again. 

“That, Captain, can you give me a few autographs? I have a few good friends who are your fans.” Lin Rui 

suddenly asked when Rogers turned around. 

“Haha, of course.” Upon hearing Lin Rui’s request, Captain Rogers smiled and agreed. 

…… 

After almost an hour, Lin Rui returned home with a few autographs signed by Captain Rogers. In 

addition to what Lin Rui asked for, Lin Rui also reserved some signatures for Peter and Harry. Lin Rui 



knew that Peter adored Captain America. Harry, though not as much as Peter, he also admired the 

American hero. 

Buzz~ 

Shortly after Lin Rui got home, his mobile phone in his pocket started to vibrate. Taking out the mobile 

phone to see who’s calling. It’s Tony. 

“Hey! Mr. stark! I didn’t expect you to give me such a big surprise. This 90-year-old man really surprised 

me! ” Pick up the phone, Lin Rui said briskly. 

“It seems that you get along well. I didn’t expect this old popsicle could play with such a modern young 

man like you.” Tony at the other side seemed to be unhappy with Lin Rui’s happy mood and said faintly. 

“Thank you, Mr. Stark. I know that the resurrection of Captain Rogers must be in a confidential stage 

now. Don’t worry, I won’t tell others.” He seems to have heard some unhappiness from Tony’s tone of 

voice, It seems that Tony and Captain Rogers don’t get along so well, but Lin Rui doesn’t care, and then 

promises. 

“Haha, I don’t care whether you keep it secret or not. This is SHIELD’s business. However, with the old 

popsicle joining in, it seems that the plan is still possible.” Tony at the other end of the phone smiled and 

then revealed something about the formation of Avengers alliance from SHIELD. 

After learning that Lin Rui is not an ordinary person and that his strength is unusual, Tony no longer 

keeps the mysterious organization SHIELD as a secret to Lin Rui. In addition to some special secrets, 

Tony will also selectively talk to Lin Rui about SHIELD. On the one hand, Tony can let Lin Rui know what 

kind of organization SHIELD is. On the other hand, Lin Rui can also give himself some suggestions. After 

all, these things are not good for Tony to tell pepper, at least not until all decisions are made. 

“Although Mr. Stark hasn’t told me what SHIELD’s plan is but if you are concerned about it, it’s better to 

wait a little longer. Also, you can use this time to get rid of your concerns, I believe you have the time 

and strength to do this.” Lin Rui certainly knows what Tony is hiding, so his suggestion is to let Tony 

solve the problem of the Hydra within SHIELD first. 

“Well, I’ve been doing this all the time. I’m sure the results will come out soon. Let’s see then.” Tony at 

the other end of the phone said with a faint grace, “That’s it. Since you get along well with that old 

iceman, he will be handed over to you for the next week. Save him from bothering me.” 

“I know, Mr. Stark.” Lin Rui, who is holding the phone, bends up unconsciously and responds. 

Then Lin Rui simply said something else that didn’t matter and hung up. After Tony’s call, Lin Rui is lost 

in thought. 

Although the things between Peter and Harry are still very tangled but now the problem inside 

S.H.I.E.L.D. needs to be solved quickly! If Tony did not completely eliminate HYDRA from S.H.I.E.L.D. 

before he decided to join S.H.I.E.L.D., then there was something wrong with the latter. 

After all, Lin Rui is not the one who plans to follow the plot. The system has disappeared. Lin Rui not 

only needs the reward points to strengthen himself but also needs reward points to revive the system. 

The way to get a large number of reward points is to do many hidden quests and achieve some special 



achievements besides completing the main line quest. As for the hidden quest and achievements, these 

are not true to follow the plot. Maybe getting involved in the original plot will make things more 

unstable and dangerous, but Lin Rui has no other way at this time. In order to make himself stronger and 

revive the system, Lin Rui decided to make some troubles in the Marvel world. 

“Hydra, if the system was still there, maybe I wouldn’t have bothered you so early. But now is not the 

time for you to continue to lurk around anymore.” Sitting at the table, Lin Rui looks through the window 

and whispers to the dark night sky outside. 

Lin Rui can be sure that this must be a hidden quest and a huge one which will give me a lot of reward 

points. Maybe with Lin Rui’s strength at this time, he can’t fight Hydra who has developed for so many 

years alone, but he’s not alone. He has his own team and friends, as well as the strength of SHIELD. 

In addition to Vigilante in League of Defender, Tony is also a great help to Lin Rui. What’s more, now 

Captain Rogers is also resurrected. Because of the battle between Captain Rogers and Hydra and the 

hatred that they killed his best friend, when he knows that hydra is lurking inside SHIELD, he will do 

anything to remove them. 

Unconsciously, Lin Rui has also grown to the point where he is something more than a regular Vigilante. 

Perhaps in the eyes of ordinary people, Mirage Knight is just a Vigilante that fights gangs and helps 

street victims. But in the eyes of others, the identity of Mirage Knight is not just that simple. 

In this way, simply thinking about how to deal with Hydra, Lin Rui went to bed and fell asleep in 

meditation. Without a lot of Reward points, Lin Rui can only rely on meditation step by step to enhance 

his strength. 

…… 

After Lin Rui returned home, Captain Rogers did not return home, but returned to the headquarters of 

S.H.I.E.L.D. For today’s day with Lin Rui, Captain Rogers is very interested in this young man. And Lin Rui 

was introduced by Tony, and Rogers wanted to see the details of the young man. Therefore, Steve 

quickly transferred all the information about Jackson Lin inside S.H.I.E.L.D. 

“High IQ, high emotional intelligence, excellent results, a wide range of interests, and deep relationship 

with Tony Stark, often help Tony Stark carry out some physics experiments. Now counted as the third 

sequence talent of SHIELD and is being closely watched.” Looking carefully at the file, Captain Rogers 

was not surprised by some basic information about Jackson inside SHIELD. 

“Oh? There is also an accident that happened not long ago. In the study of a first-class event, Jackson Lin 

was accidentally struck by lightning and recovered five minutes after his heart stopped. On the second 

day when doctors and nurses all judged that he would become a vegetable, Jackson Lin miraculously 

woke up again without obvious injury. It’s a little strange, but it’s not entirely impossible.” Looking at the 

notes of that level of the event, Captain Rogers thought in silence. Then he continued to look. 

“The machine recording Jackson Lin’s life state recorded an unusual brain wave activity when he was in 

a coma. After analysis by experts in neurology and physiology, it is preliminarily determined that the 

development of Jackson Lin’s brain domain is far greater than that of ordinary people. We will continue 

to closely observe it.” This is all the investigation data SHIELD has on Lin Rui, although the biggest secret 

of Lin Rui has not been involved yet. But this is already enough. 



“It seems that this Jackson kid is not an ordinary person. Is brain development possible? This is 

something that even Super-Soldier serum can’t do.” Turning off the on-screen information about Lin Rui, 

Captain Rogers muttered. 

“In this way, It isn’t that weird for Tony to pay so much attention to him. But does he know the secret of 

this kid.” Putting the tablet on the table, Captain Rogers blinked and said to himself. Then, as he came, 

he walked out of the headquarters of S.H.I.E.L.D. and went home. 

…… 

Chapter 164 Strategy 

For the next five days, Lin Rui carefully prepared a schedule for the younger and older man like Captain 

America who had been asleep for over sixty years. After five days together, Lin Rui knows he’s getting 

along with Captain America. At least Captain Rogers seems to like him. 

Lin Rui also thought about arranging a chance encounter for Peter and Captain Rogers. Maybe Peter will 

be in a better mood when he sees his idol, and he can get out of the state of guilt and remorse faster. 

However, Lin Rui also knew that Captain Rogers was not to be exposed at this time, so he did not do so. 

Soon, Captain Rogers’s one-week vacation time was over, and Lin Rui’s guide duty was officially over. 

Standing at the door of an ecological park in New York, Captain Rogers silently looked at the pedestrians 

passing by. Sixty years have passed and the world has changed too much. However, even with Hydra not 

alive, there are still many unrest factors in the world, which is why Steve wants Tony to join the 

S.H.I.E.L.D. Avengers Alliance. 

“Jackson, thank you for these days. It’s time for us to part, but I have a message for you to tell Tony.” 

Looking at Lin Rui through sunglasses, Captain Rogers said with a smile. 

“Well, what’s that?” 

“You say, I’m waiting for his reply.” 

“Oh ~ ok, Captain Rogers, I will talk to Mr. Stark.” Knowing that there should be some agreement 

between Steve and Tony, Lin Rui nodded and agreed. 

“So, goodbye, I will look forward to seeing you next time, Jackson.” Finally, Captain Rogers patted the 

young man on the shoulder and directly mixed within the crowd in front of him and left slowly towards 

the distance. 

“It looks like I have to move faster. It doesn’t make much sense to stop Tony anymore.” Watching 

Steve’s burly figure slowly disappearing before him, Lin Rui thought silently and then walked towards 

the nearest subway exit. 

…… 

At night, Lin Rui arrives at the guardian base as Mirage Knight. Daredevil and Jack are already waiting for 

him. It had been a long time since they had fought side by side. As for Spiderman, he is not here. 

Although Lin Rui needs a lot of help now, he still wants Peter to slow down for a while. 



“Jack, Daredevil, did you get anything on the people I asked you to check a few days ago?” Lin Rui asked 

directly as he stepped into the base. 

“Mirage knight, though I don’t know where you got the names of these people. But apart from a name 

and appearance, we really can’t find out anything! Their jobs, their homes, their families, their identities, 

nothing can be found.” Hearing Lin Rui’s words, Jack, who was sitting on the sofa and playing with the 

silver dagger, replied with a frown. 

Since Jack took over the Frankenstein family, the biggest source of information for the guardian team 

has been Jack. But the people Lin Rui asked him to investigate a few days ago surprised him. Even with 

the huge power of the Frankenstein family, he couldn’t find any information. 

“Daredevil, what about you? Did the tracking work?” Seemingly not surprised by Jack’s answer, Lin Rui 

asks Matt on the other side again. 

“No, these people are very secretive and very protective, and tracking them is completely ineffective.” 

Shaking his head, there is no good news from Matt. “It seems that it is difficult for us to find evidence. 

However, if there is no evidence, how can I let Nick believe me?” Sitting on his sofa, Lin Rui frowned 

slightly. With the current strength of Daredevil, even simple tracking has no effect. It seems that the 

protection personnel around those people are obviously not simple. 

In the original plot, Hydra, lurking in S.H.I.E.L.D., was eventually exposed because it had to seize three 

Helicarrier to eliminate the so-called threats. But now Tony has not yet joined S.H.I.E.L.D. and S.H.I.E.L.D. 

hasn’t acquired the anti-gravity technology yet, the Helicarriers are still just plans on paper, it is 

unrealistic for Hydra to expose themselves at this time. 

“However, I reminded Coulson last time and Nick Fury, the director still has some strength. He should 

have investigated something.” Although HYDRA is very hidden, Nick still has some powerful agents 

around him. 

“It’s just that Nick may not be able to find everyone out especially these high-level people. Maybe I can 

just tell Nick about them?” Sitting on the sofa, Lin Rui thought and scratched his head unconsciously. 

“Mirage Knight, what are you preparing for? You look very upset.” Looking at Lin Rui, Jack couldn’t help 

asking. In those days, Lin Rui asked him to check the people he didn’t have any information on, and Lin 

Rui didn’t say why. 

When he heard Jack, Lin Rui raised his head: “I am thinking about how to deal with a hidden evil force, a 

force called Hydra, which has been hidden inside S.H.I.E.L.D.” 

Lin Rui had already explained the existence of S.H.I.E.L.D. with Jack, so now he’s not afraid that Jack 

wouldn’t understand. However, for Jack, he would not have much to do with SHIELD and Hydra. But 

with Lin Rui, it’s all uncertain. 

“So you asked me to investigate these Hydra people and you asked Matt to secretly follow them? Are 

they now hiding their identities within SHIELD?” Hearing Lin Rui’s reply, Jack asks again. 

“Yes, and they are sitting in high-ranking positions.” Lin Rui actually only remembers the main 

appearances of Hydra Advanced members, who would remember the other small shrimps. 



“Listening to what you said, they have been hiding for so long, how did you found out about them? 

Forget it, I know you won’t tell me. However, if you want them to be exposed, in addition to the most 

direct evidence, it seems that they are only allowed to be exposed on their own initiative. Since you 

know their hidden identity, don’t you have something to use? ” Hearing Lin Rui’s words, Jack received 

the knife turning in his hand and asked. 

“No.” Lin Rui replied honestly that the current Hydra is still in a latent state, and Lin Rui could not 

provide effective evidence for the time being. 

“There’s no way. This kind of guy is the hardest to deal with.” Since neither the investigation nor the 

follow-up has worked, Lin Rui has no other evidence, and no one knows how to expose them. 

~ 

But just then, Lin Rui suddenly sat up straight from the sofa. He seemed to come up with a way. 

“Although those guys can’t be dealt with now but they can still be frightened, I just don’t know if Nick 

will cooperate with me.” There’s a light in his eyes, Lin Rui said with a little excitement. 

“Mirage Knight, do you think of any good ideas?” Hearing Lin Rui’s endless words, Jack asked curiously. 

“Like I’m holding your dagger. What’s your reaction?” Instead of explaining to Jack, Lin Rui took out a 

sharp silver dagger from his waist and circled it twice in front of Jack. 

“Ah! My dagger! ” Seeing the silver dagger in Lin Rui’s hand, Jack exclaimed in surprise, and then quickly 

reached for his waist. 

“Eh? Still there!? ” Next second, Jack has taken out his dagger. It turns out Lin Rui only has a very similar 

one in his hand. He didn’t get Jack’s dagger at all. 

“So, I just want them to feel that they have been exposed. Then their next reaction will really expose 

them.” Smiling at Jack, Lin Rui continued. 

“So it is.” When Jack didn’t respond, Daredevil said, “It’s a typical psychological reaction. The first 

reaction in seeing someone holding something that belongs to you is not to grab it back, but to check 

whether it’s lost or not. And this exposes the position of your own things, good planning. “ 

“So it is! Mirage knight, you still have some brains! ” Hearing daredevil’s explanation, Jack finally 

understood and said with a smile. 

“Now, I need Director Nick to work with my plan. Although it is to let him doubt his colleagues and 

superiors, it is better than falling behind later.” Now that we have a plan, Lin Rui is going to implement it 

step by step. 

“Daredevil, maybe, it’s a good time to join S.H.I.E.L.D. soon.” Then, Lin Rui looked at Matt, who was 

sitting across from him, smiling. 

“Haha, I’d love to.” Matt, of course, knew Lin Rui’s plan and agreed with a smile. 

“So, let’s take these guys out!” 

…… 



Chapter 165 Wade And Talk 

In an abandoned factory building outside the remote suburbs of Brooklyn, New York, where it seems 

that no one has visited here in a long time. However, if someone looks closely, they would find that the 

center of the factory has been remodeled, and a new huge factory covered with a special milky white 

curtain is hidden inside. 

Every few days, one or several cars with hidden identities will drive into the factory, and then leave 

quietly. No one knows what’s going on inside the factory. 

On this day, there was an unusual roar in the quiet factory building. Something exploded! After the first 

explosion, there were more than ten explosions in the factory. Then, a sudden burst of fire ignited the 

entire factory. 

Huh! 

“Ah!” 

“Run!” 

Under such explosions and flames, some guys in white research suits rushed out of the factory building. 

One by one, they shouted and fled towards the distance. The factory is a hidden secret biological 

research base, but no one knows which force it belonged to. 

Bang! Boom! 

But the guys who looked like researchers didn’t get very far, and flame burst out of the back of the 

building, which then engulfed them directly. 

“Ah~” 

“Help……” 

None of those people fled the explosion survived and they were all swallowed by flames. 

! 

After several large explosions broke out in the factory, the solid structure of the plant was finally 

collapsed by flames and explosions. Huge steel bars and other pillars supporting the factory fell one by 

one, and the entire building collapsed quickly. 

Rumble~ 

In less than a minute, the large factory has been completely destroyed. As for how many people have 

escaped, it is not known. The location of this factory is too remote and until the flame is completely 

extinguished, no one would be able to found the situation here. 

And a few hours after the flame went out, the sky was completely dark. The original center of the 

factory was only a piece of ruin that burned into slag, and several broken cement columns were inserted 

on the ground. And in the ruins where life couldn’t exist, a slight movement suddenly came out of the 

ground. 



Bang Bang~ 

At first it was only a small movement, and then it slowly became intense. After a few minutes, a slate in 

the ruins was suddenly opened, and a figure covered with black dust climbed out of the ruins! 

Although the whole body of the guy who lifted the slate and crawled out was covered with black ash 

and mud and it couldn’t be seen who he was because his body was not only covered with dust and ash, 

but also his skin was covered with scars of severe burns. 

“Francis!!” After climbing out of the ruins, the undead guy suddenly screamed out a name, as if he had a 

deep blood feud with this man. 

However, although the appearance of this person looks disgusting and horrible to a point where a child 

will cry seeing him walk on the road. But if Lin Rui is here, he would be able to recognize the voice. It is 

Wade Wilson! That mercenary who has been missing for more than a month! 

Wade has been on the brink of death countless times since he left everything for “treatment” more than 

a month ago. Because of Wade’s character, Francis, who is in charge of the secret manufacturing plant 

of mutants, was “taking good care of him”. In the last extreme hypoxia environment, Wade’s mutant 

gene was finally induced. 

Wade’s mutant gene gives him a super recovery ability and can survive in a very low oxygen 

environment, but it can’t repair the scar on his body caused by the induction process. After learning the 

real intention of Francis’s organization (to induce mutant genes in the ordinary human body, control 

these mutants and sell them to others as slaves after success), Wade, who was locked in the jar, found 

an opportunity to blow up the factory building. After a fight with Francis, Wade was hit and smashed 

underground by a collapsed concrete column, and Francis escaped. 

“Francis!!” Scanning the surrounding ruins, Wade looked up and roared again. 

…… 

Needless to say, Wade here has been out of the control of Francis and has successfully obtained his X-

Gene which activated his Mutant ability, although he has changed from a handsome man to an 

extremely ugly man. At this time, Lin Rui is talking face-to-face with director Nick Fury, the head of 

S.H.I.E.L.D. 

“This is the information I can provide. I can guarantee that all the information I provide is true.” Lin Rui, 

dressed in the Phantom suit, looks at Nick Fury, who is sitting opposite him in a small café run by 

SHIELD. 

Since making up his mind that night, Lin Rui contacted Agent Coulson and asked him to get a meeting 

with Nick Fury. He had important things to say to the Director of S.H.I.E.L.D. Coulson didn’t ask what it 

was. After reporting this matter to Nick, Lin Rui quickly received a reply. Nick was willing to meet with 

the Vigilante, so he had a meeting tonight. 

The meeting place was arranged by S.H.I.E.L.D., Lin Rui did not worry that he would be identified by 

S.H.I.E.L.D. The special effect of the Phantom suit can not be detected by the high technology of 

S.H.I.E.L.D., and with Lin Rui’s skills, he is not afraid of some possible blocking methods of S.H.I.E.L.D. 



Unless they really use some sneak attack and heavy firepower shamelessly, they can’t contain him and 

Lin Rui doesn’t think they’re going to do that to anyone. 

So, after saying hello to each other, Lin Rui went straight to the point. And soon the list of prepared 

Hydra influential figures lurking in S.H.I.E.L.D. was taken out and those names were in the files that Lin 

Rui had just thrown on the table. 

~ 

Nick’s glares at Lin Rui with hi one eye. What this vigilante said just now is really shocking. Although Nick 

started to conduct a secret investigation in SHIELD after Coulson and Tony’s reminders last time, he only 

found out some small people, and there is no evidence that these people are related to Hydra. But just 

now, the file that Lin Rui had thrown contains the identity of people who has a very high internal status, 

including members of the World Security Council. Nick doesn’t know how Lin Rui knows these people. 

After staring at Lin Rui for a while, he didn’t see anything in his eyes. Nick finally picked up the document 

on the desk. After a brief look, there is some basic information about the people Lin Rui had just 

mentioned, their identities in Hydra and so on. Of course, Lin Rui doesn’t know all of them, but he can 

guess at will. Anyway, these people are Hydra. 

! 

He closed the thin sheets of paper, and Nick’s face was looking even worse than before. If what Lin Rui 

said is true then SHIELD is almost under the control of Hydra, and even Nick himself is restricted by 

these people. But now Lin Rui is just talking about it, and he can’t give any evidence. Nick won’t believe 

him so simply. 

“If it’s just this list and the Hydra agents you’re talking about, do you really think I’ll believe you so 

easily?” Taking a deep breath, Nick continued. 

In fact, although Nick did not believe what Lin Rui said to him, he also had some doubts about the 

people on the list. Although Nick’s investigation didn’t have many significant findings, it also made him 

realize that SHIELD seems to have many hidden problems. 

“I have already said that I cannot provide the evidence. But, I think the word Hydra is enough for you to 

pay attention to this. And I am not so free to create unnecessary troubles for you. Even if Director Nick 

still doesn’t believe me, but for the sake of SHIELD, I hope you can conduct a secret investigation on 

these people. I’m sure your secret investigation will make them act. You may not believe it, but now 

SHIELD is really not what you think.” Knowing that Nick won’t simply believe in himself, Lin Rui 

continued. 

“You mean my investigation will keep them informed?! What will they do next? ” Nick is not like Jack. He 

soon figured out what Lin Rui meant. 

“Director Nick is a smart man, so you need to keep it a “secret”. I’m sure you’ll get something out of it. 

It’s an internal investigation.” Nodded, Lin Rui said with a smile. 

Leaning forward and putting his hands on the table, Nick’s front body pressed against the table and he 

leans towards Lin Rui. “Mirage Knight, who are you? What is your purpose?” 



“About my identity, you don’t need to be bothered. As for my purpose, I just want Hydra to completely 

disappear from this world. After all, their purpose is not acceptable to me. Then, do you accept my 

proposal?” Faced with Nick’s imposing pressure, Lin Rui replied faintly in from his chair, and he finally 

asked again. 

“I’ll investigate it in secret and if these people really act…” Nick couldn’t imagine what would happen. 

“Then I’ll wait for the news from Director Fury. I hope to meet you in a more advanced place next time.” 

Knowing that Nick is going to do what he had planned, Lin Rui didn’t want to stay much longer. He got 

up from his seat and walked out the door. 

“Mirage Knight, I welcome people like you to join S.H.I.E.L.D..” Looking at the back of Lin Rui, Nick 

suddenly said. 

“Haha, Solve your own problems first.” 

Ding~ 

Subsequently, Lin Rui has already pushed the door away. And Nick didn’t send anyone to follow Lin Rui. 

This mirage knight is not easily tracked. A few minutes after Lin Rui left, Nick took the document and left 

the cafe quickly. 

Chapter 166 Deadpool 

Since that day, Lin Rui has been waiting for the development of follow-up events since he left the sorted 

list and some fabricated names on the Hydra members hidden inside SHIELD. Now, of course, he has 

nothing to do but wait. 

However, just as Lin Rui was waiting for the news from inside SHIELD, Tony was finally moved by 

Director Fury and Captain Rogers. He has agreed to join the Avengers alliance with Captain Rogers. 

However, Tony still made his own request that he would not be under the command of anyone, 

especially Rogers, an old veteran. He joined Avengers just to protect the earth better, not to let others 

abuse his technology. 

For the request made by Tony, Director Nick can only agree to it. After all, the relationship between 

them was not really good. It is not bad to have such a result now. Moreover, Tony has no relationship 

with his superiors and subordinates in SHIELD and cannot direct Tony to do anything. But Tony is a super 

talented scientist after all. SHIELD can provide Tony with more advanced equipment to conduct 

scientific experiments. SHIELD obviously can also get many benefits from this. 

Just like the anti-gravity engine that Tony has only recently researched, S.H.I.E.L.D. needs that. Because 

S.H.I.E.L.D.’s goal is to have ultra-high mobile strike capability on a global scale, and the Hali-Carriers 

they have been manufacturing needs such a thing. 

In addition to Tony joining Avengers, Harry’s situation has improved a lot. I don’t know if it’s because of 

the most difficult time, or Harry finally figured it out. Now he seems to have come out of grief. Apart 

from being a little reticent and not smiling a lot, Harry is in recovery. 



Lin Rui and Peter are of course very happy with the change in Harry’s situation. Especially Peter, who has 

been blaming himself for some time now, he was very upset seeing Harry like that. Now it is a little 

easier for him to see Harry coming out of grief. 

On this day, Peter finally put on his Spider Suit and went out as Spider-Man to save the people in danger 

on the streets of New York. In the evening, Lin Rui, Peter, Matt, and Jack are all chatting with each other 

in the Guardian Base. 

After a period of rectification and development, Frankenstein’s Family still has a lot of industries 

involved in black trading, but under the control of Jack, they have slowly begun to develop in a good 

direction. After all, this is a huge family, and it is a family of gangsters. It is obviously impractical to 

change it quickly, and they will not give up such a big force that can give Wilson trouble. Moreover, 

sometimes black forces can do a lot of things that others can’t. 

Daredevil has also been in contact with S.H.I.E.L.D. these days, Matt is already a member of S.H.I.E.L.D., 

and the level of his confidentiality and clearance is relatively high. His direct contact is Agent Coulson. 

With Matt’s current strength, even if he can’t reach the Avengers team, he is at least a reserve player. 

Moreover, Matt also got more information about Wilson, the kingdom of Kingpin, through the internal 

intelligence system of S.H.I.E.L.D. 

Matt finally knew how powerful Wilson was. Even organizations like SHIELD could not completely 

eliminate such global power. So, Matt just wants to kill Wilson now. As for his underworld Empire, 

without this powerful boss, it will soon collapse. 

Spiderman has nothing to say. He killed the Green Goblin last time who was also Harry’s father. Peter 

can’t take this as a conversation between his teammates. Although Jack and Matt are both curious 

about this matter, neither Spiderman nor Mirage knight has told them about it and it seems that both of 

them don’t want to talk about it so Jack and Matt don’t ask anymore. 

After talking about his own affairs, Daredevil seemed to remember something again, and sat upright on 

the sofa a little bit: “Have you guys heard? Recently, there has been a very powerful figure in New York 

City, who specializes in finding the troublemakers of those underground forces, and is extremely 

ruthless, almost killing and injuring countless people every time. “ 

“Are you talking about that guy? I’ve heard that Frankenstein’s family has also been visited by him, but 

because the industries involved by my people are inconsistent with his purposes, he just asked for some 

information and left.” Hearing daredevil’s words, Jack suddenly raised his eyebrows and added. 

“What are you talking about? Is there a new Vigilante in New York? Why don’t I know about it?” Lin Rui 

asked in confusion when he heard Daredevil and Jack. Dedicated to combating underground evil forces, 

isn’t this similar to what they used to do? Is it another Vigilante? Lin Rui silently recalled the Vigilantes in 

New York. 

“Vigilante? Haha, this guy can’t be called a hero. He is completely doing this for his own purposes. 

Fighting those forces is just a process for him to achieve his goal. I heard that he is doing this just to find 

someone, someone he wants to kill.” Seeing Lin Rui raised a question, Jack suddenly dismissed and 

laughed and said. 



“Looking for someone? Who? It’s cruel to kill so many gangsters in order to find someone. Is it a big 

gangster?” Hearing this, Lin Rui felt that the story was a little familiar but still couldn’t remember who it 

was. 

“Francis, the unnamed person is looking for someone named Francis. Although the Frankenstein family 

has cooperated with many Mafia forces and other forces before, I have never heard of this person 

before.” Seeing Lin Rui ask, Jack soon said the name of the person who the unnamed person was looking 

for. 

“Well, it’s Francis, I heard about him.” After Jack finished, Daredevil also added a sentence. 

“Who is this again?” Seeing Jack and Daredevil seem to be curious about this person, Peter also asked 

with a puzzled expression. 

“Francis? Francis!!” Before Spiderman made his point, Lin Rui suddenly stood up from his sofa. 

Lin Rui thought that Jack described the crazy guy’s behavior pattern as a little familiar. Now hearing the 

name of the man he was looking for, Lin Rui finally remembered it. That’s the guy who turned Wade 

Wilson into Deadpool! Francis, who is also a mutant himself, also makes more mutants for a secret 

organization by experimenting on them and buying and selling them. Wade was induced to have a Super 

Strong Recovery Variant gene under his command and became the famous Deadpool of Marvel world. 

“Mirage Knight, do you know this guy? This Francis?” Seeing Lin Rui’s strange movements and surprises, 

both Jack and Matt asked curiously, and Peter looked at him. 

~ 

Embarrassed, Lin Rui sat down again and continued, “I don’t know him, I just know someone like that. 

He’s a mutant and works for a secret force. We can talk about that later. Now we have a closer question. 

“ 

“What’s the problem?” Without more detailed information about Francis from Lin Rui, Peter asked 

curiously. 

“I think, I know who the unnamed person is.” Glancing at the three teammates in front of him, Lin Rui 

said calmly. 

“Who is he?” Jack and Daredevil asked curiously. 

“Wade Wilson. We can call him: Deadpool!” 

…… 

Chapter 167 Decides To Take Action 

After Lin Rui said Wade Wilson’s name, Jack and Peter didn’t react much, but Daredevil, who was sitting 

on the sofa, suddenly straightened up. If he had not been wearing a mask now, Lin Rui would have seen 

the surprise on his face. 

“Wade Wilson? Deadpool? Who? Daredevil, Do you know him?” Hearing such a strange name, Peter 

asked Daredevil curiously. He obviously noticed his changes. 



“Yes, I do. But, mirage knight, are you sure this nameless person is Wade? He shouldn’t have… And why 

do you call him Deadpool? ” Nodded in response to Peter, Daredevil then asked Lin Rui. 

Although Matt didn’t finish what he said in the middle, Lin Rui also understood what Matt meant. Lin Rui 

and Matt have never seen Wade since they last worked with him. Although Wade had contacted Lin Rui 

once, Lin Rui didn’t intervene in his affairs in order to make Wade become a Deadpool according to the 

plot. Now, Deadpool finally appears, and Lin Rui can contact Wade again. 

“If there was no accident, it should be Wade, and his illness should have been cured.” Looking at 

Daredevil, Lin Rui seriously replied, “Besides, he is not the Wade he used to be.” 

“If this guy is really Wade, then his strength has increased by a lot.” Daredevil did not doubt when he 

heard Lin Rui’s answer, but he was curious about Wade’s current strength now. 

Two months ago, Wade was just a powerful mercenary, a kind of good player who could defeat several 

other people. But now, he has killed several gangs in a row, and more than 100 people have been killed 

or injured in his hands. In the past, Wade couldn’t do so much. Even Daredevil wouldn’t be able to do 

these things before he practiced the Soaring Dragon Art. However, according to the information they 

got, this guy called Deadpool by Mirage Knight easily defeated these gang members. Moreover, he 

seems to be strong and he can’t die at all. 

“Hey! I said, can you two not talk to each other and pretend that we don’t exist? Jack and I don’t know 

who this guy is yet! ” Just as Lin Rui and daredevil started talking, Peter started shouting. Now he is very 

curious about this Wade or Deadpool, and Lin Rui and his other teammate have been talking about him 

on their own. 

“Wade? I seem to have heard of this name?” Not to mention Spiderman’s dissatisfaction, Jack frowned 

and said. 

“Yes! The last time we dealt with Dracula, the Vampire Progenitor, Mirage Knight seemed to have 

mentioned that name! ” Soon Jack remembered where he had heard the name. Just two months ago, 

when they were dealing with Dracula, the creator of vampires, Lin Rui called Wade when he first saw 

Hannibal king, who looked the same as Wade Wilson. 

“Oh… yes, I did call Wade at the time. But at the time I admit that it was the wrong person. King and 

Wade just look very similar!” Lin Rui said a little embarrassedly when he heard Jack. 

“Hey! Did you even hear me! ” Seeing Jack knows such a person, Peter can’t help but come to Lin Rui 

and shout. 

“Well, let me introduce you to Wade Wilson.” Seeing Peter’s anxious look, Lin Rui waved his hand and 

prepared to tell him and Jack about the character who would be very famous in Marvel World. 

“Wade Wilson, a former member of a special national army, retired for a special reason and became the 

underground mercenary of New York, often doing something in the gray area. And we got to know him 

when we were dealing with the Frankenstein family, when… ” When it comes to the Frankenstein family, 

Lin Rui takes a look at Jack. Seeing that he has no other expression, Lin Rui goes on. 

“… After that, we didn’t contact Wade again, and we don’t know what he went through.” Soon, Lin Rui 

told Wade Wilson’s information to Peter and Jack who didn’t know yet. 



Of course, Lin Rui didn’t elaborate on how Wade became a Deadpool or how he is now. It’s amazing that 

Lin Rui knows that the nameless person is Wade. If he even knows how Wade became like this, it would 

be too weird. Although Mirage Knight always gives Daredevil this strange feeling, such as the Gauss gun 

he used in the weapon warehouse behind the base, Lin Rui can’t explain the origin of that as it came 

from the system. And it is also something that Tony Stark hasn’t created yet, although it shouldn’t be 

too hard for Tony to make if he wants to. 

“Well, I won’t ask you why you know this guy is Wilson. So what do we do now? Let him just keep 

killing? Anyway, he is killing the bad guys.” After listening to Lin Rui’s introduction, Peter continued. 

“Or, let’s help Wade find this guy. It’s Francis, isn’t it?” Matt said. After all, he fought with Wade, and 

some of his ideas were naturally different. 

“Well, I think so, too. Although Wade is about to find Francis according to the current situation, he may 

have some trouble dealing with that guy on his own.” Lin Rui nodded as he heard Daredevil. 

He just doesn’t know if the X-Men will appear as they did in the original plot. Lin Rui hasn’t seen any of 

the X-Men or Professor Charles’s school until now. Lin Rui is thinking about how to help Wade and he is 

silently planning for it. However, he doesn’t know if the X-Men in the Deadpool movie is real or not as 

he hadn’t heard about them. He doesn’t know what the real situation will be, but Lin Rui thinks that it’s 

definitely won’t only be the two guys in the movie. 

“Jack, you should be able to find Wade.” Since he decided to help, Lin Rui turned to look at Jack. Since 

this matter involves the underworld, the Frankenstein Family is still very useful now. 

“No problem at all. When do you need it? I only need about half an hour to get the news about this guy. 

His recent activities are still very frequent.” Nodded, Jack asked lightly. 

“Then you can go back to find the information in the evening. I’ll find him tomorrow. I’d love to meet 

Francis and the organization behind him that controls mutants.” Getting Jack’s answer, Lin Rui 

continued. 

Hearing what Lin Rui and Jack said, Peter on the other side came up again, “Mirage knight, is there 

another goal? Is this Francis? “ 

He has recovered from the Green Goblin incident slowly. Peter needs another thing to share his 

attention. This kind of fight against evil organizations is just in line with Peter’s current needs. 

“Well, if we can follow this Francis to find the organization behind him, maybe we can catch a big fish.” 

Nodded, Lin Rui said seriously. 

Actually, Lin Rui has a hunch that there must be a huge organization behind Francis. It’s not a small force 

that can do this, to induce mutation genes in the human body to make them mutants and then to 

completely control them and sell them. Maybe the X-Men led by Professor Charles have a fight with this 

organization, which Lin Rui can think of now. The key is that this can also be a potential hidden quest. Lin 

Rui will not miss any chance to get a large number of reward points at this time. 

“That’s all for the time being. We’ve had a relatively stable life in these past few days. Maybe we’ll face 

a lot of fierce enemies again.” Wade’s business and the organization behind Francis are temporarily 

discussed here. Lin Rui calmly said to Peter and others. 



For S.H.I.E.L.D. There should be quick action on Hydra. Lin Rui didn’t know what would happen if Hydra 

came out in advance, so he would prepare his teammates in advance. 

Then, after chatting for a while, everyone left the Guardian Base. However, Lin Rui and others didn’t 

notice that Jack’s eyes had changed since Lin Rui mentioned the organization behind Francis that can 

control mutants. 

…… 

Chapter 168 Wade’s Attitude 

Just as Lin Rui and others discussed how to help Wade deal with Francis, he was lying on the sofa in 

Weasel’s house. Today Wade went to pick another gang that might have something to do with Francis. 

During the fight, he was shot many times, but it’s a small matter for current Wade, who has a strong 

regeneration ability at this time. 

“Hey! Wade! Can you not put your blood on my sofa!” With a large bowl of popcorn in his hand, Weasel 

walked out of the kitchen and saw Wade rubbing the blood on his sofa and yelled at him. 

“Ah! I’m sorry, I didn’t notice it was bleeding.” After hearing Weasel’s words, Wade realized that the 

blood from his recovered wounds was all scratched on the sofa. 

~ 

“Forget it, I am going to change a sofa anyway.” Sitting down next to Wade, Weasel said helplessly. With 

a friend like Wade, Weasel doesn’t know if he should be happy or sad for his life. 

“Thank you!” Grabbing the popcorn from Weasel’s hand, Wade said bluntly. 

After escaping from Francis, Wade, who had awoke his mutant ability and disfigure himself, turned to 

Weasel as hid friend. Besides him, there was also a blind old woman whose small house was Wade’s 

temporary hiding place. Wade, who is very concerned about his appearance has not dared to go back to 

see Vanessa. When he left, he left with the idea of death. He didn’t even say goodbye to her, which has 

caused great harm to Vanessa. He was worried that Vanessa would not accept him even after he went 

back, especially now, since he looks like a hybrid avocado turtle. 

“Still no news of Francis?” Not minding Wade’s action, Weasel picked up the TV remote in front of him 

and changed the channel to another one and asked lightly. 

These days Wade is frantically looking for trouble with those gangs. He asked the same sentence when 

he sees anyone: Where is Francis. Seeing Wade in such a state, Weasel is getting worried. He is worried 

that Wade will soon begin to have problems if he goes on like this. And even if he did find Francis, what 

can he do to him alone? 

Although he now has his mutant ability and is a lot stronger than before and literally unkillable but faced 

with Francis and the organization behind him, Weasel does not feel that his hard work will produce any 

good results. 

Squeak, squeak, squeak~~ 



“No, those guys didn’t say anything,” Munching on popcorn, Wade replied nonchalantly. Weasel doesn’t 

know whether those people really didn’t say anything or were they stabbed to death by Wade before 

they could say it. Wade’s recent actions are getting more and more crazier, and he often shoots or stab 

them directly after asking his question and he doesn’t wait for the reply. 

During the time when he was tortured by Francis, Wade’s spirit was also greatly tortured. If it wasn’t for 

his natural disposition to be funny, maybe he would not have survived so many death tortures until he 

successful awoke his mutation. However, although Wade is still funny, he is more dangerous than 

before. 

“What are you going to do? Keep looking for gangs like this? What if you find this Francis? Can you deal 

with him alone and the forces behind him? ” Looking at Wade’s ugly face, Weasel asked in a thoughtful 

way. They’ve had this conversation before, but Wade doesn’t care so much now. He’s just going to find 

Francis and get him to fix his face before killing him. 

“Continue, of course! I don’t believe nobody knows where Francis is.” Without looking at weasel, Wade 

replied seriously. He doesn’t care if he can deal with Francis and the forces behind him. Anyway, he can 

hardly die now. He has time to play with them. Even if Wade’s life is exhausted, he will fight against 

Francis. 

Weasel was not surprised to hear Wade’s answer at all, but he felt that since Wade is not dead now, 

there is someone he must care about. 

“What about Vanessa? You’re just gonna hide from her forever and make her think that you’re dead? To 

live forever in pain and sorrow?” Weasel finally brings out Vanessa, someone Wade really loves. 

~ 

Hearing Vanessa’s name, Wade, who was eating popcorn and watching TV, finally had a reaction. His 

mouth stopped moving up and down and his eyes began to drift. 

“I know you still love her, and you know how much Vanessa loves you. Do you really want to do this to 

her?” Seeing Wade’s silence, Weasel continued. 

“Of course I know how much Vanessa loves me! But I can’t go back when I’ve become like this! ” Finally, 

Wade is no longer silent. He points to his face and shouts loudly. 

One of the reasons Wade hates Francis so much now is that his appearance has changed from a 

handsome man to an ugly man. Wade’s mutant ability is so abnormal that he can recover even if his 

head is pierced by a bullet, but he can’t recover his previous appearance. Even if Wade cuts off his skin, 

it’s the disgusting skin that grows back. 

“Do you really think that Vanessa will care about your looks? Then you are taking her love too lightly!” 

Looking straight into Wade’s eyes, Weasel shouted loudly. It’s true that with Wade’s current 

appearance, it is enough to let 99.9% of the world’s women leave him, but Vanessa is definitely not one 

of them. 

“I know! I know that! But I have to get rid of Francis now! What he has done to me, I must give it back to 

him! ” Wade said while slumping back on the sofa. 



It seems that what Francis did to wade was too much for him to let him go unharmed. It’s obviously 

unrealistic for him and Vanessa to be together again before he kills Francis. Seeing Wade’s appearance, 

weasel thought helplessly. 

“In that case, why don’t you ask for some help. I know you don’t want to drag other people down. After 

all, that Francis is not a normal person. But what about Mirage Knight and them? Didn’t you have a 

connection with them before? Maybe they will help you.” Since Wade didn’t want to give up seeking 

revenge from Francis, he had to help him out for his safety. 

“Mirage Knight? They are really amazing. Even I may not be their opponent now. But my last 

relationship with them was just an employment relationship. They have no reason to come over and 

help me.” Wade’s eyes flashed back when he heard weasel’s words. He didn’t want to ask Mirage Knight 

for help. After all, their strength is very strong, and they have been fighting against the underground 

forces in New York. But more importantly, it’s Wade’s personal feud. He can’t let others interfere. 

“How do you know if you don’t try? Maybe they’ll be happy to help you. What’s more, listen to you, the 

organization behind Francis is a very evil organization, maybe Mirage Knight and others will be more 

then happy to deal with them.” Weasel continued to persuade. If it wasn’t for him not knowing how to 

contact Mirage Knight or Daredevil, he wouldn’t be talking right now, he would have already contacted 

them. 

“Forget it, I will do this thing alone and finish it alone. No matter how dangerous it is, I will bear it alone, 

there’s no need for other people to risk their lives for me.” In the end, Wade rejected Weasel’s 

suggestion and asked him to let him solve Francis alone. If the organization behind him wants to fight, 

let them come. Wade isn’t afraid! 

“Since you still decided this way, then I have nothing to say. But, do you really think you have to call this 

name?” The conversation didn’t work. Weasel shook his head helplessly but finally asked a strange 

question. Wade also made a name for himself when he killed all the gangs these days. 

“Deadpool! This is a very cool name! Don’t you think?” 

Weasel: “…” 

…… 

Wade’s greatest enemy had been informed just when he was looking for the gang to find Francis. But he 

didn’t know who this masked guy was and why was he looking for him. But Francis doesn’t care much. If 

he had the ability, he can find him. He doesn’t have time to care about such a guy. 

“Deadpool? Hehe…” 

Chapter 169 Seeing Again 

Just after Lin Rui decided to help Wade deal with Francis and the mysterious organization behind him, 

Jack soon told Lin Rui about Wade’s latest move. However, Lin Rui did not get Wade’s current position in 

the gang that had been wiped out for the most part. So, thinking about it, Lin Rui dressed up a little and 

went to the Margaret Sister Bar. Weasel, Wade’s somewhat best friend, is in the Margaret sisters bar. 

Maybe Lin Rui can get Wade’s news from him. 



It was not much different from when he came here last time, Margaret’s sister bar was still crowded 

with a group of rough-looking men, everyone talking loudly, holding cheap bears in their hands. 

Although this time Lin Rui came alone, he still received a lot of curious looks, but it seems that his slight 

momentum didn’t let the surrounding mercenary get any other ideas. 

Lin Rui, who had just entered the bar, saw Weasel mixing drinks for customers behind the bar. Instead 

of asking him about Wade, he found a place in the corner and ordered a beer to sit down. Lin Rui thinks 

that when he asks Weasel in public, he will not get many answers. He is going to ask Weasel when he 

leaves the bar or after work. 

In this way, Lin Rui took the cheap beer in his hand and sat in the Margaret Bar and looked at the big 

guys around him to talk about the interesting things from their works. Unlike Lin Rui, these mercenaries 

have no special ability, but everyone is also a person who often rushes around in danger. Listening to 

the exaggeration of their achievements, Lin Rui just felt that they had a different sense of fun. These 

mercenary lives are not easy. 

Just like this, he has been sitting in the corner drinking beer for several hours, during which many girls or 

men came to talk with Lin Rui. Lin Rui didn’t remain silent like a fool, and simply joined them. Besides 

looking for Wade, Lin Rui also means to relax a little. He doesn’t mind bragging with the mercenary in 

the bar. Especially after Lin Rui showed his strength a little, many veteran mercenaries in the bar came 

around to invite him to drink. 

So Lin Rui stayed until Marguerite’s bar was about to close. Smiling, Lin Rui refused several invitations 

from mercenary and several girls and left alone. Seeing Lin Rui leave, several girls in the bar who haven’t 

left show a little regret. 

As for weasel, he has noticed Lin Rui for a long time. After all, Lin Rui and Matt also came here last time. 

Weasel still has some impression of him. But Wade didn’t tell weasel that the last request he received 

was from the young man in front of him, so after a few simple glances, Weasel didn’t care about him. 

When the bar closed, weasel cleared up and left through the back door. 

~ 

In the wet alley, Weasel avoided the low-lying puddles on the ground and hurried towards his house. 

However, before Weasel had gone far, his face suddenly changed. He stopped in the alley and put his 

right hand to his waist where his gun was located. Later, Weasel quietly looked at the dark lane in front 

of him, as if there was only danger in front of him. 

Under Weasel’s anxious gaze, a figure slowly comes out of the darkness on one side of the alley 

wrapped in a dark grey coat, he seems to blend in with the darkness just now and he wondered how 

Weasel had found him so soon. The person who comes out Is Lin Rui, who has been waiting here for 

some time. And he didn’t try to hide his body, or it would have been impossible for Weasel to find him 

even with his above-average observation ability. 

“Mirage Knight?!” Weasel asked with amazement as he saw the man coming out of the darkness. 

Originally, Weasel was not interested in or familiar with this kind of Vigilante. But last time Wade and 

Mirage Knight and Daredevil worked together so Weasel paid some attention to them. So when Lin Rui 

came out in his Phantom suit, weasel recognized him. 



“Hello, Weasel. You can put down the gun in your hand, it won’t do you any good and you won’t be 

needing to use it.” Lin Rui nodded faintly, then said calmly. 

“Haha. This is just in case of an emergency, this area of the city is not as peaceful as it looks.” Hearing 

Mirage Knight’s words, Weasel smiled and took out his hand. Naturally, the Gun is still behind his waist. 

“What can I do for you?” Now that he was sure that this person was indeed Mirage Knight, Weasel was 

relieved and asked. 

“I know Wade Wilson is still alive. He’s responsible for the recent massacre of New York’s Underground 

Gangs, right?” Lin Rui asked directly without turning around. 

“Er… How did you know that? Did Wade contact you? I told him to ask for help! ” Hearing Lin Rui’s 

words, Weasel was a little surprised at first and then he was a little excited. 

Hearing Weasel’s words, Lin Rui knew that he had misunderstood him, so he went on, “Wade didn’t 

contact me. I found it myself. I know he’s looking for some guy named Francis now, and I think we can 

help. “ 

“It turned out that he didn’t contact you. I thought… forget it. Since you found out for yourself, it’s 

better. I was going to contact you for Wade, but I didn’t have your contact information.” Hearing Lin 

Rui’s words, Weasel was disappointed but he recovered quickly. 

Although Wade doesn’t want others to interfere in his affairs, it’s obviously better to have someone 

help him, and he didn’t tell or asked for help from anyone. This is not Weasel going behind Wade’s back. 

“Contact me yourself? Is he not willing to ask us for help?” Lin Rui easily guessed Wade’s intentions 

when he heard Weasel. He didn’t want to involve others in the fight between him and Francis. In the 

movie, Wade didn’t like the two X-Men’s interventions. Of course, that was before Vanessa was taken 

away by Francis. 

“Well, he said that he wants to kill Francis alone. However, I am worried about him. So if you can really 

help Wade, please be sure to do it.” Weasel nodded and said seriously to Mirage Knight in front of him.. 

“Of course, that’s what I came to see you today. I know that Francis has done those horrible things, and 

Wade had become one of his victims, but I will help him in any way I can.” With a nod, Lin Rui expresses 

his intentions in a low voice. 

“But I haven’t found Francis and the organization that studies the Mutants gene behind him. So if Wade 

finds him, I hope you can let me know, I will get there as soon as possible.” Lin Rui directly raised his 

hand and threw a piece of paper at Weasel. Although it was just a thin piece of paper, it flew straight 

towards Weasel as if it had been given some strange power. 

“That’s Ok. I’ll pay attention to it. I’ll let you know as soon as Wade finds Francis.” Grabbing the scraps of 

paper Lin Rui threw, Weasel made a serious promise. 

“Well, then I will wait for your news, goodbye.” With Weasel’s assurance, Lin Rui also completed the 

purpose of him coming over today. 

Then, Lin Rui’s figure disappeared from Weasel’s eyes. 



After Lin Rui left, Weasel looked at the empty alley with complex eyes. Finally, he plunged the paper in 

his hand and walked away. 

Chapter 170 Francis News 

New York, Tony’s seaside villa, in the basement’s lab. 

“Here’s the formula! … That number was too high!” 

“Do you think it’s good to gather so much energy here? Don’t you know how to lower it? “ 

“What is the degree of optimization?…not enough! Try again!” 

Lin Rui is constantly experimenting with evolution on the translucent screen in front of Tony’s constant 

instructions. Even though he has a strong mental force now, he is also a bit overwhelmed by these 

complex physical formulas and high-tech designs. After all, Lin Rui himself is just a little smart. Most of 

his talents are from memory capsule and cultivation techniques. There are still many gaps between him 

and Tony. 

“Well, just put the data together and it’s over.” Finally, after another experiment, Tony said to Lin Rui 

lightly. 

~ 

Hearing Tony’s words, Lin Rui wiped the nonexistent sweat on his head and then saved all the 

experimental data on the secret terminal of JARVIS. After that, Lin Rui sits on the stool and doesn’t want 

to move. It’s harder to do these complex experiments then fighting a real battle! 

In the days waiting for Weasel’s news, Lin Rui, in order to make Tony like him 100%, volunteered to 

follow Tony to learn all kinds of physics and artificial intelligence technology. Tony was very happy about 

Lin Rui’s behavior, so there was the scene Just now. Tony took Lin Rui as his personal student. 

“You did a good job today, you have made a little improvement.” Seeing Lin Rui sitting there tired and 

resting, Tony said plainly. However, if you look carefully, you can see the smile in Tony’s eyes. 

Lin Rui’s performance in these two days is not only good but also has the effect of memory capsule and 

strong mental power. Lin Rui’s learning speed of these things completely exceeds Tony’s expectation, so 

he wants Lin Rui to follow him to study higher technology. However, Tony is also worried that Lin Rui will 

get arrogant by this small improvement and will not be so stable to follow his own learning. 

“Mr. Stark, is there really only a little progress?” Hearing Tony, Lin Rui asked with a wry smile. Although 

he didn’t look Tony in the eye, Lin Rui also knows that his progress these days is not a little bit, and he is 

not a fool. If he has only made a little progress these days then all the people in the world are fools. 

“Don’t be complacent about being able to optimize five percent. There’s still a lot to learn.” Seeing Lin 

Rui’s tired but proud look, Tony said calmly. Tony naturally knows how good Lin Rui is, but he can’t 

praise him normally. Tony is not an ordinary person, nor is Lin Rui an ordinary person. 

“I know~” Understanding that Tony didn’t want him to get too proud, Lin Rui reluctantly agreed. 

However, he really does not want to achieve much in this regard, but he has a goal to become a 

Superhero, not a physical or intelligent scientist! 



“Right, Mr. Stark, what did the last sentence Captain Rogers told me to tell you mean?” Since today’s 

work is complete, Lin Rui chats with Tony. 

The quest for Tony’s most sincere friendship is only 0.1% behind, which may be completed after any 

sentence. Lin Rui is very short of reward points now. Whether it’s used to sacrifice reward points for the 

resurrection system or Lin Rui’s use to strengthen his strength, a lot of reward points are needed. 

“Oh, you mean that old popsicle. His words didn’t mean much, but I have reached an agreement with 

SHIELD. I will join SHIELD as an outside consultant and protect the earth together in a cooperative 

relationship.” Hearing Lin In Rui’s words, Tony simply replied. 

Since he came back from New Mexico last time, Tony has told Lin Rui something about SHIELD, 

otherwise, he would not let Lin Rui go to see Captain Rogers. Tony also thinks Lin Rui has been in contact 

with SHIELD so deeply that he will encounter more different things in the future, so it’s better to make it 

clear with him now, so as not to let SHIELD sink its claw into him, even though he doesn’t need to worry 

about it. 

“Ohh? Join S.H.I.E.L.D…….” When he heard Tony’s words, Lin Rui blinked, but did not say anything. 

After Lin Rui personally reminded Director Fury last time, there should be a series of secret 

investigations in SHIELD now, it seems that this is not the best time for Tony to join in. But at least he is 

freer. He’s not under too much control of SHIELD and he doesn’t have to worry too much about the 

impact of Hydra on Tony. 

“But that guy Nick seems to be doing something big inside SHIELD recently, he didn’t let me go to 

SHIELD headquarters. Instead, he asked for my help in preparing something in secret, I don’t know what 

he is doing.” Just as Lin Rui silently thought about something, Tony continued. 

“Sure enough, Fury is not stupid!” Lin Rui thought in his heart when he heard Tony’s words. 

It seems that Nick is really going to have a quiet cleaning inside SHIELD. with Captain Rogers on the 

surface and Iron Man who joined SHIELD in the dark as the backup force. In addition, Director Fury has a 

group of loyal agents. If his investigation goes well, maybe he can catch Hydra off guard. 

“You don’t have to think so much now, although you have a lot of weird secrets but SHIELD is not so 

simple, you just need to honestly learn from me.” Seeing Lin Rui’s thoughtful appearance, Tony thought 

he wanted to join SHIELD, so he quickly reminded him. 

“Oh, I know, Mr. Stark.” Hearing Tony’s reminder, Lin Rui smiled and replied. 

“As long as you know, Let’s go up, Pepper should have ordered us dinner.” Nodded, Tony took the data 

on the screen and walked outside the lab. Behind him, Lin Rui naturally followed. 

…… 

In the evening, when he came home from Tony’s seaside villa, Lin Rui didn’t lie on the bed as the mobile 

phone in his pocket vibrated. It was the mobile phone of Mirage Knight. Without delay, Lin Rui picked up 

the phone. 

“Mirage Knight? I am Weasel.” Soon, the voice of Weasel came from the phone. 



Did Wade find Francis? Thinking so, Lin Rui has already said, “Well, it’s me. Did Wade found Francis?” 

“Well, he should have found some clues. But he didn’t want to tell me the details. I saw him remodeling 

his Deadpool clothes to accommodate his guns and his blades.” Weasel told Lin Rui the latest news of 

Wade. 

Hearing Weasel said that Wade was remodeling his own suit, Lin Rui’s face was a bit odd. Wade this guy, 

even if he is now ugly because of the accident, he still want to look good in a dress, Lin Rui couldn’t help 

but mutter some words in his heart. 

“Well, I know. If Wade moves again, remember to inform me in time, I will follow him.” Lin Rui quickly 

said to Weasel. 

“I Know, Mirage Knight, I hope you can help Wade, I don’t want him to die out there.” After agreeing, 

Weasel said seriously to Lin Rui. 

“Don’t worry, I also regard Wade as a friend. I won’t let him die.” Hearing Weasel’s words, Lin Rui 

promised. 

“Thank you!” Then, Weasel hung up. 

Lin Rui on the phone is in deep thought: did he find Francis? He doesn’t know what will happen this 

time. 

Since Wade turned into Deadpool and started looking for Francis, Lin Rui always felt that the 

development of this matter may not be as simple as it was shown in the movie. However, even if there is 

something else behind this thing, Lin Rui feels that he can handle it. He is not alone now, and the League 

of Defenders is also much powerful. And there is an ally like Tony with the strength of Iron Man 

Regiment. If things are really tricky, Lin Rui doesn’t mind finding Tony to help. 

Just thinking like this, Lin Rui fell asleep in bed. 

…… 

 


